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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Person recognition is an important human ability. The main source of information we use to
recognize people is the face. However, there is a variety of other information that contributes to
person recognition, and the face is almost exclusively perceived in the presence of a moving
body. Here, we used recent motion capture and computer animation techniques to
quantitatively explore the impact of body motion on person recognition. Participants were
familiarized with two animated avatars each performing the same basic sequence of karate
actions with slight idiosyncratic differences in the body movements. The body of both avatars
was the same, but they differed in their facial identity and body movements. In a subsequent
recognition task, participants saw avatars whose facial identity consisted of morphs between the
learned individuals. Across trials, each avatar was seen animated with sequences taken from
both of the learned movement patterns. Participants were asked to judge the identity of the
avatars. The avatars that contained the two original heads were predominantly identified by
their facial identity regardless of body motion. More importantly however, participants identified
the ambiguous avatar primarily based on its body motion. This clearly shows that body motion
can affect the perception of identity. Our results also highlight the importance of taking into
account the face in the context of a body rather than solely concentrating on facial information
for person recognition.
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Person recognition is a vitally important, frequently
practiced and finely tuned perceptual ability. Visually,
the face is probably the main source of information we
use when recognizing others, and it is certainly the
best studied (Bruce & Young, 2012). However,
although we are very good at recognizing people
from their faces alone, outside of the laboratory we
are rarely required to do so. Real-world decisions
about identity, age, gender, actions, intentions and
emotional state also commonly involve the whole
body (for review see Johnson & Shiffrar, 2013;
Knoblich, Thornton, Grosjean, & Shiffrar, 2006). Furthermore, bodies are typically in motion. Our need
to interpret and predict the actions of others
appears to have led our visual system to become particularly sensitive to human movement (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007; Giese & Poggio, 2003; Johansson, 1973;
Thompson & Parasuraman, 2012; Troje, 2002). In the
current paper, we use recent motion capture and computer animation techniques to quantitatively explore
the impact of body motion on person recognition
decisions.
CONTACT Karin S. Pilz
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To date, the stimuli that have mainly been used to
study the perception of human movement are pointlight figures, which consist of point-lights that are
attached to the major joints of an actor (Johansson,
1973). When set in motion, these lights create a convincing image of a moving person in the absence of
any other cues. Previous studies have shown that we
are very good at recognizing actions, and can also
judge the gender, age, emotional state and even identity from body motion alone (Agnew, Phillips, & Pilz,
2016; Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977; Dittrich, Troscianko,
Lea, & Morgan, 1996; Johansson, 1973; Kozlowski &
Cutting, 1977; Loula, Prasad, Harber, & Shiffrar, 2005;
Pollick, Kay, Heim, & Stringer, 2005; Spencer, Sekuler,
Bennett, Giese, & Pilz, 2016; Vanrie & Verfaillie, 2004).
The very nature of point-light figures, however,
limits their use when questions about body form,
facial identity or scene context are also of interest.
To overcome some limitations of point-light walkers,
several studies have used dynamic whole body
stimuli to investigate person recognition in connection with individual body motion (Bruce, Henderson,
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Newman, & Burton, 2001; Burton, Wilson, Cowan, &
Bruce, 1999; Hahn, O’Toole, & Phillips, 2016; Liu,
Seetzen, Burton, & Chaudhuri, 2003; Robbins &
Coltheart, 2015; Simhi & Yovel, 2016; Yovel &
O’Toole, 2016). In an early paper, Burton et al. (1999)
tested participants’ ability to identify people captured
by a video security system while entering a building.
They found that familiar but not unfamiliar individuals
were recognized quite successfully based on their
body motion. More recently, Simhi and Yovel (2016)
conducted a similar study and showed that even for
unfamiliar person recognition, body motion during
learning can facilitate performance. It has been
suggested that body motion plays a particular important role for person recognition when the person is
distant and the facial information suboptimal (Hahn
et al., 2016; Rice, Phillips, & O’Toole, 2013; Yovel &
O’Toole, 2016).
Even though the stimuli used in the studies mentioned above are more naturalistic than previously
used point-light figures, they often have the disadvantage of providing strong identity cues from individual
body structure/shape, as well as from external features, such as clothing and hairstyle. While most
studies controlled for the effects of external cues by
keeping them constant across conditions, their availability, together with individual differences in body
form, makes it difficult to completely disentangle the
effect of body motion on person recognition from
other prominent cues. A solution to overcome the
limitations of point-light walkers and videos when
studying person recognition is to use animated
avatars.
The development of photo-realistic avatars has
progressed tremendously over the last decade
(Powell, Corbett, & Powell, 2016), driven by demands
from the movie and games industries (Spanlang
et al., 2013), as well as virtual interfaces for learning
software (Kao & Harrell, 2015), or virtual guides in
museums as a tool to interact with users and visitors
(Gesellensetter, Krämer, & Wachsmuth, 2005; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2005). For the scientist, avatars are
highly appealing as they enable the presentation of
high-resolution motion-captured actions together
with realistic body information (Thornton, 2006).
Rather than removing details of the form, as in
point-light stimuli, here the trick is to provide it, but
to render it irrelevant or redundant with respect to
the hypotheses under investigation. A number of

studies have already successfully used animation
techniques to explore facial motion using head
models (Griesser, Cunningham, Wallraven, & Bülthoff,
2007; Hill, Jinno, & Johnston, 2003; Knappmeyer,
Thornton, & Bülthoff, 2003; Wallraven, Breidt, Cunningham, & Bülthoff, 2008). Regarding the use of
avatars to investigate dynamic person recognition,
the literature is less extensive. In fact, to our knowledge, there is only one previous study that has used
avatars to study the impact of body motion on
person recognition (Pilz, Vuong, Bülthoff, & Thornton,
2011). Pilz et al. (2011) attached individual 3D head
models to an avatar that was either moving away or
towards the participant, and found better performance for approaching compared to receding stimuli,
i.e., the movement of an approaching person alone
affected recognition performance.
In the current paper, we take a further step to
directly investigate the effect of individual body
motion on the encoding and later recognition of identity. We made use of an approach that had previously
been used to investigate the impact of facial motion
on the recognition of identity: Knappmeyer et al.
(2003) familiarized participants with different 3D
head models that were animated with naturalistic
facial movements motion-captured from human
actors. When the learned models were presented
with facial movements performed by a different
actor during test, recognition performance was
impaired.
In the current experiment, participants were first
familiarized with two animated avatars each performing the same basic sequence of karate actions with
slight idiosyncratic differences in the body movements. The body of both avatars was the same, but
they differed in their heads and body movements.
Test stimuli were created by morphing the heads of
the individually learned avatars in steps of 10%. The
heads were then attached to the same body that
was used during learning. The resulting 11 avatars
were then animated with sequences from the two
body motions that had been used during the familiarization phase. Participants had to judge the identity of
the avatars. Using such animated whole body avatars
we were able to investigate whether individual body
motion is encoded together with the facial identity
of a person. We expected participants to judge the
ambiguous avatar based on the motion sequence it
was animated with.
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Methods
Participants
Sixteen right-handed participants aged 19 to 26 (M =
22.2 years, nine males) participated in this study. They
were recruited from the MPI subject pool and received
8 Euro/hour. All participants had normal or correctedto-normal vision, were naïve regarding the purpose of
the experiment, and gave written informed consent.

Stimuli
Two heads of the MPI face database (which we here
arbitrarily labelled as Joachim and Denis) were
morphed in steps of 10% (Blanz & Vetter, 1999;
Figure 1). The resulting 11 heads were placed on the
same body model obtained from aXYZ-design (www.
axyz-design.com). It should to be noted that the skin
tone of the faces was adjusted to match the skin
tone of the avatar. In addition, only internal facial features were used such that hairstyle, ears and the face
outline was the same for all stimuli. The resulting
avatars were animated with the same karate sequence
performed by two different actors—one a professional
karate player, the other one an amateur. Stimuli were
processed using 3D Studio Max (http://www.autodesk.
com). The resulting sequences consisted of 468 frames
and were played back at a frame rate of 25 fames/
second (fps), resulting in a total of 18.72 seconds per
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sequence. The frames extended a visual angle of
11.5° × 17°.

Procedure
Participants were seated in a sound attenuated room,
approximately 60 cm away from the screen. The
experiment consisted of a learning phase and a test
phase. During learning, participants watched the two
original avatars, that is 100% Joachim and 100%
Denis. Joachim was animated with the professional
karate movements, and Denis was animated with
the amateur karate movements. The avatars were
alternating on the screen, each being repeated 10
times. To familiarize participants with the two
avatars, participants filled out a questionnaire concerning facial features (e.g., please list the most prominent facial features) and character traits (e.g., please
list the most prominent character traits), while watching the avatars in motion. We decided to use such
questionnaire to enhance learning, as it has been
shown that judgments about character traits increase
the depth of processing compared to simple sex judgments, for example (Bower & Karlin, 1974; Pilz, Bülthoff, & Vuong, 2009). We have successfully used
similar learning procedures in previous studies
(Knappmeyer et al., 2003; Pilz et al., 2009; Pilz, Thornton, & Bülthoff, 2006; Pilz, Vuong et al., 2011). We
would like to highlight that participants were only

Figure 1. Morph sequence of the two heads. Joachim, upper left, was morphed towards Denis in steps of 10%. The average morph—
50% morph between Denis and Joachim—can be seen in the middle.
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Figure 2. Test sequence 1 (a) and test sequence 2 (b) for both Denis’ (red) and Joachim’s (blue) motion.

asked to rate facial features and character traits but
were not explicitly asked to judge the body or body
motion. The learning stage took about 15 minutes,
and after a short break, participants continued with
the test stage.
During test, participants saw all 11 avatars, each
animated with two sequences taken out of Denis’
and Joachim’s motion (Figure 2). The specific
sequences were chosen, because they showed the
face from frontal view. Sequence 1 consisted of 30
frames (frames 31–60 of the original sequence), resulting in a duration of 1.2 seconds; sequence 2 consisted
of 50 frames (frames 401–450 of the original
sequence) resulting in a duration of 2 seconds. Each
sequence was presented 16 times animated with
each of the 11 heads, resulting in a total of 704
trials. Participants had to indicate as accurately as
possible as to whether the avatar they saw looked
more like Joachim or Denis by pressing J (for
Joachim) or D (for Denis) on a standard German
QWERTZ (as opposed to an English QWERTY) computer keyboard. The whole experiment took about 1.5
hours to complete.

Results and analysis
For each participant, logistic psychometric functions
were fitted to the data for each condition (i.e., 2

sequences × 2 body motions) using the Palamedes
Toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009) for Matlab. Three participants were excluded as their psychometric functions had negative slopes, suggesting they were
unable to perform the task as instructed. Analysis
was thus performed on the data from the remaining
13 participants.
Figure 3 shows example psychometric functions
for all four conditions from two participants (top)
and the average psychometric functions for both
sequences and body motions across all participants
(bottom). Data are arbitrarily plotted as a function
of Joachim responses. Two patterns seem immediately obvious. First, performance levels at the endpoints of the morph scale are always high (>80%),
suggesting that the training phase was successful
in establishing the two facial identities. Second,
participants were overall more likely to respond
Joachim when the avatar was animated with Joachim’s motion and more likely to respond Denis
when the avatar was animated with Denis’ motion,
suggesting that body motion is also influencing
performance.
We extracted values for the point of subjective
equivalence (PSE) from each psychometric function.
The PSE describes the perceptual midpoint of the
morph sequence, i.e., the morph that is perceived as
most ambiguous for each individual participant. The
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Figure 3. Example psychometric functions for participant 1 (top left) and participant 2 (top right) and average psychometric functions
for sequence 1 (bottom left) and sequence 2 (bottom right). Dashed lines indicate PSEs for avatars animated with Denis’ motion (black)
and Joachim’s motion (grey). The PSEs for avatars animated with Denis’ motion are generally higher than those for avatars animated
with Joachim’s motion.

PSE does not necessarily coincide with the physically most ambiguous morph due to, for example,
differences in the initial distinctiveness of the
faces, or individual biases of the participants. A 2
(body motion) × 2 (motion sequence) repeated
measures ANOVA performed on the PSEs revealed
a main effect of body motion (F(1,12) = 7.58,
p < .02; ŋ 2 = .387) but no effect of sequence (F(1,12) =
2.8, p = .12; ŋ 2 = .19), and no interaction (F(1,12) =
2.03, p = .661; ŋ 2 = .01).
Figure 4 shows the average PSEs across all participants, measured in % morph Joachim. The PSE for
Denis’ motion was overall higher (M = 50.87, SD =
10.57) than the PSE for Joachim’s motion. (M = 40.6,
SD = 15.87). These results show that body motion
affected identity decisions: the morph to which participants responded equally often with Joachim and Denis
contained more facial identity from Joachim when it
was animated with Denis’ motion and more facial
identity from Denis when it was animated with Joachim’s motion.

Figure 4. Mean PSE values for all participants for both motion
sequences and body motions. Error bars represent standard
errors from the mean.
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Discussion
In the current study we used animated whole body
avatars to test the impact of individual motion on
the recognition of identity. During a learning phase
participants were familiarized with two individuals,
Joachim and Denis. Their only discriminable features
were their faces and unique body movements. The
body itself, clothing and hairstyle were the same for
all stimuli used in the experiment. In a subsequent recognition task, participants saw avatars whose facial
identity consisted of morphs between the learned
individuals. Across trials each avatar was seen animated with sequences taken from both of the
learned movement patterns. Participants were asked
to judge the identity of the avatars.
The avatars that contained the two original heads
were predominantly identified by their facial identity
regardless of body motion. More importantly
however, when facial information was perceptually
ambiguous, participants’ identity decisions were predominantly based on the body motion. Interestingly,
the PSEs were shifted away from the physical midpoint in that the perceptually ambiguous morphs
overall contained more of Denis’ identity. Such difference between the PSEs and the physical ambiguous
morph could be due to a difference in distinctiveness
between the two faces. Nevertheless, our results
clearly show that body motion affects the perception
of identity. These results are particularly interesting,
because during learning, participants were not explicitly asked to attend to the body motion.
The current study makes two main contributions to
the literature on person recognition. First, it introduces
a new context within which to explore whole-person
recognition. Using a combination of motion capture
and computer animation techniques we have shown
that it is possible to present full body stimuli in
which one dimension (i.e., form or motion) can be
held constant—rendering it uninformative—while
varying the other. This powerful technique has previously been used to explore the influence of motion
on facial identity decisions (Hill et al., 2003; Knappmeyer et al., 2003). Here, we have extended this
work and demonstrate the technique’s potential for
studying the influence of body motion on wholeperson recognition.
Second, the current findings may shed light on the
nature of the representations underlying form-motion

integration. The question of how we integrate
dynamic and static information has a long history,
and has been particularly well studied within the contexts of object recognition (Chuang, Vuong, & Bülthoff,
2012; Newell & Findlay, 1997; Newell, Wallraven, &
Huber, 2004; Stone, 1998, 1999; Vuong, Friedman, &
Plante, 2009), biological motion (Giese & Poggio,
2003; Mather, Pavan, Bellacosa Marotti, Campana, &
Casco, 2013; Troje, 2002) and face recognition
(Butcher & Lander, 2016; O’Toole, Roark, & Abdi,
2002; Pilz et al., 2006; Thornton & Kourtzi, 2002).
Here, in extending these questions to the area of
person recognition, we have demonstrated that
facial-form can be integrated with body-motion
during the computation of identity. To our knowledge,
previous studies have only explored integration within
the same identity components, that is facial-form to
facial-motion and body-form to body-motion. The
current findings thus suggest that integration mechanisms are likely to be very flexible, an idea we
return to shortly.
It is, of course, important to acknowledge that the
stimuli and task we have employed are a little
unusual. Outside of the laboratory, we rarely encounter a range of heads being attached to a single body
that can move with different motions! While this
does raise questions about ecological validity, we
argue that the reduction in certainty about facial identity introduced by morphing is likely to be very similar
to that experienced when recognizing someone from
a distance (Hahn et al., 2016; Yovel & O’Toole, 2016) or
in impoverished viewing conditions (Burton et al.,
1999; Liu et al., 2003). Furthermore, using avatars is
the only possibility to have a full, if uninformative,
body structure (in contrast to point-light stimuli, for
example) in addition to being able to precisely
control graphics techniques (in contrast to video
stimuli, for example).
In summary, our results clearly show that body
motion affects the perception of identity, and
support the hypothesis that body motion is encoded
together with the identity of a person. Even though
the face provides the main cue to identity, body
motion seems to be especially employed when other
important information is obscured, or less reliable.
Our data support previous studies on person recognition that have suggested an integration of a
variety of available identity cues such as, for
example, facial, body, or movement information for
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an optimal encoding of identity (for review see Yovel &
O’Toole, 2016).
Having shown that body motion aids the encoding
and later recognition of identity, the question remains
as to how exactly it facilitates processing. For face recognition, two main mechanisms have been suggested
to explain the effects of motion on identity processing
(Knappmeyer et al., 2003; O’Toole et al., 2002; Roark,
O’Toole, Abdi, & Barrett, 2006). The representation
enhancement hypothesis suggests that facial motion
can aid recognition by enhancing the quality of the
three-dimensional information available for a face
(Christie & Bruce, 1998; Pike, Kemp, Towell, & Phillips,
1997). This hypothesis posits that motion does not
contribute to a more robust representation per se
but rather enhances the representation of the static
structures of a face. This may be due to additional
static information provided in the moving sequence.
These mechanisms are directly perceptual and do
not depend on prior experience with a face. Therefore,
it applies equally well to personally familiar and unfamiliar faces.
While such a mechanism could be operating during
the learning phase of the current study, it seems unlikely to account for the main pattern of results. That is,
during familiarization, particular body postures and
movement profiles could help to build more robust
representations of each of the target identities by
serving to expose the 3D structure of the faces.
During testing however, such structural information
is intentionally rendered ambiguous via morphing
and each head is shown with sequences taken from
both actors. While some mismatch in expectation
about the structure of a face, driven by the body
posture and movement could influence decisions,
we suggest this would be a very subtle effect,
almost certainly overridden by the mechanism we
discuss next.
The supplemental information hypothesis suggests
that characteristic motion patterns help us to identify
faces because identity-specific facial motion is
encoded together with the invariant structure of a
face (Bruce & Valentine, 1985; Christie & Bruce, 1998;
Hill et al., 2003; Knappmeyer et al., 2003; Lander &
Butcher, 2015; Lander, Christie, & Bruce, 1999). Such
idiosyncratic motion patterns help us to identify
people we are well acquainted with. Non-rigid facial
motion may provide characteristic cues to identity—
for example, a particular way of smiling or indicating
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confusion—and/or may help to predict possible
expressive configurations that a face may adopt.
While this mechanism is mostly thought to aid the recognition of famous and personally familiar faces,
several studies have shown that relatively brief familiarization with dynamic faces can establish characteristic movement effects (Knappmeyer et al., 2003;
Maguinness & Newell, 2014, 2015; Pilz et al., 2006)
The current study extends these findings and indicates that briefly familiarized characteristic body
movements can be encoded along with invariant
face and body cues to influence person recognition
decisions. Previous studies with point-light figures
(e.g., Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977; Loula et al., 2005)
and novel objects (e.g., Newell et al., 2004) have
shown that motion can support identity decisions.
Here, we have shown that this is so even in the presence of human form cues. A question that remains
for future studies is to determine whether such
motion and form information becomes fully integrated or simply remain as independent, but associated cues to identity. For example, an integrated
account would suggest that our 50% morph faces
are seen as “looking like” one or other of the actors
as a function of motion sequence. An independent
account would argue that in situations where the
face is uninformative, participants simply ignore this
cue and base their decisions on the body motion.
While our current data do not allow us to distinguish between these two possibilities, elsewhere
we have argued that form and motion are directly
integrated into what Freyd (1987) termed “dynamic
mental representations”—by explicitly taking into
account both spatial and temporal dimensions, such
representations are thought to more flexibly and
robustly reflect real-world experience, giving rise to
various forms of anticipatory and dynamic-over-static
advantages (Knappmeyer et al., 2003; Pilz et al.,
2006, 2011; Thornton & Kourtzi, 2002). Pilz et al.
(2011), for example, found that avatars animated
with the identical looming motion—that is there
were no characteristic movements—gave rise to facilitated recognition performance compared to static
control conditions.
A dynamic representation of a person, to be
specific, might be expected to encode not only the
structural characteristics, but also the precise way
the face and body can change over time, during
facial expressions or body gestures, for example. The
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prevalence of dynamic events in our everyday experience can also be used to make an “evolutionary”
argument concerning the nature of dynamic representations. The visual system is constantly exposed to
faces and people in motion. Therefore, the neural
mechanisms for encoding dynamic stimuli might be
more robust than those for encoding evolutionaryrare static stimuli. Thus, relevant biological motion
may help to build a dynamic representation of a
person or face, which later on facilitates the recognition of that person across different viewing conditions and contexts.
Again, in the current experiment, we can only
speculate that such representations are influencing
behaviour, especially as our design did not directly
contrast static and dynamic learning. It seems clear
that characteristic motion aids the recognition of the
ambiguous avatars, and we would argue that this is
made possible due to the robust, dynamic encoding
of the stimulus identity. Our suggestion, then is that
some combination of these above mentioned mechanisms work in unison in that the motion of the
stimuli generally leads to a robust encoding of the
stimulus identity, whereas the characteristic body
motion later aids the recognition of the ambiguous
avatars.
Now that we have suggested how dynamic
advantages may arise, we still need to clarify where
and how such dynamic mental representations may
be implemented.
One theory that could explain the emergence of
dynamic representation is the common coding
theory, which suggests that information from the
visual and the motor system are integrated to form a
single representation of, for example, specific actions
(Prinz, 1997). The common coding theory mainly
explains the planning and control of actions.
However, it also provides a framework for action perception, and the involvement of the motor system
when perceiving the actions of others might
enhance the strength and reliability of dynamic representations. And indeed, it has been shown that
motor and premotor areas are involved in observation
of human movement (Grafton, Arbib, Fadiga, &
Rizzolatti, 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996), even in the
form of point-light stimuli (Saygin, Wilson, Hagler,
Bates, & Sereno, 2004).
Another theory that could help explain the emergence of dynamic mental representations is Giese

and Poggio’s model on the processing of biological
motion (Giese & Poggio, 2003). Giese and Poggio
provide an explanation for the processing of biological
motion on the basis of the dorsal and the ventral
visual pathways (Creem & Proffitt, 2001; Ungerleider
& Mishkin, 1982). The ventral pathway projects from
the primary visual cortex (V1) to the inferotemporal
cortex and is mainly thought to be involved in the processing of static visual input, i.e., information about
form. The dorsal pathway projects from the primary
visual areas into the posterior parietal cortex and is
involved in the processing of dynamic visual input,
e.g., optic flow information. Although these streams
are largely interconnected, the extent of their interaction is unknown. Giese and Poggio (2003) argue
that both pathways are involved in the processing of
biological motion (also see Lange & Lappe, 2006).
The dorsal motion pathway recognizes biological
motion by analysing optic-flow pattern, whereas the
ventral form pathway analyses biological motion by
recognizing sequences of snapshots of body shapes.
The analysis is based on processing increasingly
more complex features in both pathways. Amongst
evidence from various psychophysical and brain
imaging studies on biological motion (Bertenthal &
Pinto, 1994; Grossman & Blake, 2002; Grossman
et al., 2000; Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977), the hypothesis
is underlined by patient studies that showed that
patients with lesions in the dorsal pathways are still
able to recognize point-light stimuli (McLeod, 1996;
Vaina, Lemay, Bienfang, Choi, & Nakayama, 1990).
These results strongly suggest that the form
pathway is also involved in the processing of motion
information. The superior temporal sulcus (STS) has
long been suggested as a potential location of integrating information from both pathways, and has
been shown to respond to body and facial form and
motion information (Giese & Poggio, 2003; Grossman
et al., 2000; Oram & Perrett, 1996; Schultz & Pilz,
2009; Yovel & O’Toole, 2016).
The integration of form and motion information
could explain the origin of previously reported
dynamic advantages for facial and body motion. The
mental representation of a behaviourally relevant
and biologically plausible dynamic stimulus is potentially more robust, because the stimulus is processed
by both pathways simultaneously, and both form
and motion information are integrated into a single
representation. Recent studies have shown that with
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regards to faces both form and motion pathway are
involved in processing facial motion (Pitcher, Dilks,
Saxe, Triantafyllou, & Kanwisher, 2011; Schultz & Pilz,
2009; Schultz, Brockhaus, Bülthoff, & Pilz, 2013).
Whereas activation in the form pathway seems to be
more related to processing the amount of information
available in the motion sequence the motion pathway
seems to be predominantly involved in processing the
change over time, i.e., activation in the form pathway
is related to the number of frames presented, whereas
activation in the motion pathway is related to the consistency in change over time. Such mechanisms might
similarly relate to body motion as used in our study.
However, future studies will have to investigate this
in further detail.

Conclusions
The current results provide evidence for the importance
of body motion for the encoding and later recognition
of identity. In addition, our results provide evidence
that it is important to move away from only investigating the impact of facial information for person recognition and demonstrate that it is important to take
into account the face in the context of a body.
Current advances in animation techniques and virtual
reality make it possible to take apart different sources
of information and to investigate their differential
impact on, for example, facial and body motion information. It seems likely that such virtual reality (VR) animation tools will become more standard in
psychological experiments as they allow close approximations to real world scenarios with the possibility to
fully control experimental conditions
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